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First published in 1978, five years after the release of the classic horror film from which it is adapted, The
Wicker Man by director Robin Hardy and screenwriter Anthony Shaffer, is a gripping horror classic. A

novelization of the haunting Anthony Shaffer script, which drew from David Pinners Ritual, it is the tale of
Highlands policeman, Police Sergeant Neil Howie, on the trail of a missing girl being lured to the remote

Scottish island of Summerisle. As May Day approaches, strange, magical, shamanistic and erotic events erupt
around him. He is convinced that the girl has been abducted for human sacrifice. Yet he is soon to find that he

may be the revellers' quarry. . .

200616 1h 41mSupernatural Thrillers. Integral to the spook delight and darkness of Robin Hardys 1973
British folkhorror movie The Wicker Man is its soundtrack.

The Wicker Man

Wicker men may be set ablaze during some contemporary pagan festivities. It stars Edward Woodward Britt
Ekland Diane Cilento Ingrid Pitt and Christopher Lee. The Wicker Man movie reviews Metacritic score In
Neil LaButes remake of the 1973 horror classic Nicolas Cage stars as a sheriff investigating a young gi. By
this juncture in the film its abundantly apparent that Summerisle is not just geographically distinct. The

Wicker Man has been providing premium Outdoor Furniture to the gardens of Sydney and beyond for over
ten years We pride ourselves on the uncompromising quality contemporary design and attractive pricing that
allows our customers to have commercial grade furniture straight from the wholesaler itself. Directed by

Robin Hardy and written by Anthony Shaffer the film stars Edward Woodward Christopher Lee Diane Cilento
Ingrid Pitt and Britt Ekland. The Wicker Man Hand of fate is moving and the finger points to you He knocks
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you to your feet and so what are you gonna do Your tongue has frozen now youve got something to say . If
you had killed Cynon then he wouldnt be inside the Wicker Man when it gets burned. The legendary brilliant
1973 British thriller The Wicker Man has unfortunately had one of the most storied release histories of almost

any other film in existance. The Wicker Man This legendary cult favorite was released to relatively little
fanfare but has gone on to be regarded as one of the most disturbing and audacious horror films of all time.
The Wicker Man is a classic cult 1973 British movie filmed in Scotland. Initially an obscure midnight movie
The Wicker Man has become more culturally resonant during its. For music credits visit www.rockband.com.
As to Jane Jackson who has it on record that she was filmed by a man in a sheepskin coat as the body double
I would venture to guess that her. The Wicker Man tab by Iron Maiden with chords drawings easy version 12
key variations and much more. In May 2013 STUDIOCANAL appealed to locate original film materials for

THE WICKER MAN. 1973 The Wicker Man .
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